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In CePd2 Ga3 , one of the few ferromagneti ally ordered heavy fermion
materials, the transition temperature Tmag ( 6:4 K) is lowered by pressure. From a omparison of resistan e data with DC sus eptibility data
there is eviden e, however, that the FM magnetization disappears before
Tmag is suppressed to zero. The isostru tural ompound CePd2 Al2 Ga also
shows FM order, but with a mu h lower Tmag  1:8 K. It ould be expe ted,
therefore, to rea h Tmag = 0 K within a pressure range where thermodynami properties like  and Cp an be determined. Earlier data of the a
sus eptibility have shown that after an initial steep de line Tmag saturates
with a tenden y to in rease again above 0.4 GPa. Here we present spe i
heat data extending up to 2.5 GPa whi h onrm this dependen e as a bulk
property of CePd2 Al2 Ga. Moreover, they show a maximum in Tmag around
1.8 GPa followed by a steep de line extrapolating to 0 K below 2.8 GPa.
This de line is a ompanied by a attening of the transition anomaly above
1.9 GPa. Notwithstanding the hints on a hange of the type of magneti
order from a sus eptibility results the magneti stru ture under pressure
is not known. So the interesting question if there exists a quantum riti al
point between a FM phase and a Kondo Fermi liquid is still open.
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A great number of antiferromagneti (AFM) Kondo latti e materials an
be des ribed by the Donia h model in a very satisfa tory way. A ording to
this model an in rease of the intera tion parameter
will drive
the material from a magneti ally ordered into a paramagneti (PM) Fermiliquid state. The in rease in an be attained by suitably alloying ( ) or
 in erium alloys  by appli ation of pressure ( ). At riti al values
or , respe tively, a so alled Quantum Criti al Point (QCP) is rea hed
where
. In the proximity of this QCP the physi al properties are
determined by quantum u tuations. A des ription as a Fermi-liquid is not
appropriate. For the temperature dependen es of the spe i heat, magneti
sus eptibility and ele tri al resistan e unusual power or logarithmi laws are
found [1℄. The study of QCPs under high pressure is espe ially useful sin e
pressure does not hange the hemi al omposition nor the atomi order.
There are only omparatively few examples of ferromagneti ally (FM)
ordering Kondo-latti es though to our knowledge there are no prin ipial reasons against the o urren e of FM in materials showing Kondo-intera tions.
Rather often the magneti phase diagrams of FM Kondo-latti es are more
ompli ated; beyond the FM phase there exist dierent magneti phases
with the onsequen e that there is no dire t transition from the FM to the
PM state (as an example see CeRu Ge [2℄). Be ause of the limited hoi e
of FM Kondo-latti es, the probability is rather low to nd one with a
low enough that an extensive investigation of the bulk properties an be
performed under pressure.
CePd Ga is a FM erium ompound with lear signs of Kondo ee t
above the Curie temperature  K [3℄. Its appears to be around
5 GPa as was extrapolated from resistan e data under pressure [4℄. On the
other hand DC sus eptibility measurements under pressure have shown that
the signs of FM abruptly disappear at 2.3 GPa [5℄. Combined with the
resistan e data this nding suggests that the FM order hanges to another
type of magneti order before the transition to the PM state is rea hed.
To supplement the investigation of this phenomenon by measurements of a
sus eptibility and spe i heat is very di ult a ording to the high pressures needed. On the other hand, an approa h to the QCP by ontinuously
alloying into CePd Ga is not possible [6℄. There exists, however, a stoi hiometri intermetalli ompound CePd Al Ga whi h also rystallizes in
the hexagonal PrNi Al stru ture and shows FM order below about 1.8 K [6℄.
Thus the pressure needed to suppress the FM order is expe ted to be mu h
less than in CePd Ga . Indeed, a sus eptibility measurements under pressure have shown a steep in ipient drop of whi h stopped, however, near
0.07 GPa [7℄. After staying onstant
started to rise again beyond
0.4 GPa, thus leaving the question of the possible existen e of a QCP in this
type of material open again.
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Here we present results of spe i heat measurements on CePd Al Ga
under high pressure whi h where performed to get additional informations
on the state of the material in the bulk. The te hnique used was a relaxation method applied to the sample onguration in the interior of a piston
ylinder ell. An overview on the results is shown in Fig. 1. The magneti
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Fig. 1. Magneti spe i heat in a logarithmi s ale. Insert:
position of the maximum in C (T ).

Tmag as dened by the

transition is learly pronoun ed; there is no eviden e for any other transition
in the whole temperature range. The non monotonous dependen e
as found in the sus eptibility measurements [7℄ is onrmed in an ex ellent
way and ontinued to mu h higher pressure. Around 1.8 GPa rea hes
its maximum value of about 2.4 K. At higher pressures falls again with
in reasing slope. Beyond 2.3 GPa, however, the determination of from
the anomaly be omes more di ult. At
the transition anomaly already shows some intrinsi broadness, whi h diminishes a bit with in reasing
pressure. Only around 2.3 GPa it starts to in rease distin tly a ompanied
by a pronoun ed de rease of the height of the anomaly. The riti al state
seems to be beyond the te hni al limit of our pressure ell and has not yet
been rea hed. From extrapolation of the
data the limit
is
expe ted to lie between
and
GPa. The magneti entropy as
determined by an integration of the
data is rather small and
amounts to only
at 6 K and . Under pressure it is further
diminished.
There are no doubts on the existen e of a magneti ally ordered phase
within the whole pressure range investigated. On the nature of the magneti order, however, we still an only spe ulate more or less. At
CePd Al Ga is denitely FM as shown by magnetization measurements [6℄.
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At the same time the signal of the a sus eptibility is very strong as often
found in FM materials. It de reases rapidly under pressure and be omes
very weak beyond 0.3 GPa suggesting a hange in the type of magneti order [7℄. Arguments in favor of a hange of the type of magneti order are
based on the pe uliarities of the PrNi Al stru ture. The erium moments
are FM aligned within the basal planes of the hexagonal unit ell. Long
range order is mediated by RKKY oupling a ross the intermediate layers omposed of Al/Ga and an be FM (CePd Ga , CePd Al Ga) or AFM
(CePd Al ). The idea is that the magneti LRO an be swit hed from FM
to AFM by tuning the anisotropi RKKY intera tion via the -axis latti e
parameter [6,7℄. If this is the main inuen e a ommon pressure phase diagram should hold for CePd (Ga,Al) . At least, the spe i heat data on the
shape of the transition anomaly seem to ex lude the presen e of a spin glass
state. There are, however, no distin t indi ations for a hange in the magneti ordered state like for instan e a hange in the shape of the transition
anomaly as was found in CePb , [8℄. Measurements of the ontribution
of magneti ex itations to the ele tri al resistan e at very low temperatures
seem to indi ate the disappearan e of FM lose to 0.4 GPa [9℄. The best
method for the determination of the magneti order of a material is neutron
s attering. Presently su h investigations, however, are beyond any te hni al
feasibility be ause of the high pressures and low temperatures needed, the
small redu ed magneti moments, and the fa t that single rystals are not
available.
So the on lusion of our study is that there is a QCP in CePd Al Ga
lose to
GPa. But the question is still open if this is a dire t
transition from the FM to the PM state or if there is an AFM phase in
between.
The support of this work by the Deuts he Fors hungsgemeins haft is
gratefully a knowledged.
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